Hendon Area Committee
15 September 2020

Title

Deferral Report - Lawrence

Street/Holcombe Hill – Feasibility Study

Report of Head of Governance
Wards Mill Hill
Status Public
Appendix 1 – Hendon Area Committee Report, 17 September
2019, Lawrence Street/Holcombe Hill – Feasibility Study

Enclosures

Appendix 2 - Drawing no. BC/001610-02-01_FS_100-01
Proposed Layout 1
Appendix 3 - Drawing no. BC/001610-02-01_FS_100-02
Proposed Layout 2
Appendix 4 – Minutes of the Hendon Area Committee 17
September 2019

Officer Contact Details

Naomi Kwasa, Senior Governance Officer
Naomi.Kwasa@Barnet.gov.uk

Summary
At the meeting of the Hendon Area Committee on 17 September 2019, the Committee
considered a report which detailed the results of a feasibility study carried out to improve
safety at the junction of Lawrence Street with Holcombe Hill, NW7, and outlined proposals for
consideration to address the concerns at this location. The Committee asked how the long the
proposed design would remain valid before having to be reviewed. Officers advised the
design would remain valid for the next few years.
The Chairman moved a motion to defer the item to the final meeting of the financial year, 17 th

March 2020, to review funding availability at that time. The Committee unanimously agreed to
the motion to defer. The initial report and findings are found in the enclosed appendices.

Officers Recommendations
That the Hendon Area Committee reconsider the report and enclosures found in the
Appendices on the Lawrence Street/Holcombe Hill – Feasibility Study and;
1. Note the review of the improvements on as outlined in this report and the
appendices to this report.
2. Agree that the proposal detailed design, as outlined in Appendix 1 - Drawing No.
BC/001610-02-01_FS_100-01 be progressed.
3. Authorises the Executive Director, Environment to carry out a consultation on
the approved proposals.
4. That subject to no objections being received to the consultation, referred to in
recommendation 3, authorise the Executive Director, Environment to introduce
the approved proposal.
5. Agree that if any objections are received as a result of the consultation, referred
to in recommendation 3, the Executive Director, Environment will in consultation
with the relevant Ward Councillors consider and determine whether the agreed
proposal should be implemented or not, and if so, with or without modification.
6. Agree to allocate the funding of £24,750 for the agreed Option to consult, design
and introduce the approved proposals.
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1.

WHY THIS REPORT IS NEEDED

1.1. At the meeting of the Hendon Area Committee on 17 September 2019, the Committee
considered a report which detailed the results of a feasibility study carried out to improve
safety at the junction of Lawrence Street with Holcombe Hill, NW7, and outlined
proposals for consideration to address the concerns at this location. The Committee
asked how the long the proposed design would remain valid before having to be
reviewed. Officers advised the design would remain valid for the next few years.
1.2. The Chairman moved a motion to defer the item to the final meeting of the financial year,
17th March 2020, to review funding availability at that time. The Committee unanimously
agreed to the motion to defer, as shown in Appendix 4 – Minutes of the Hendon Area
Committee 17 September 2019. Please note there is a typing error within the minutes –
the meeting to which the report was deferred should read 17 March 2020, instead of 17
March 2019.
1.3. The meeting of the Committee on the 17 March 2020 was subsequently cancelled, along
with the following meeting on 24 June 2020, due to lockdown restrictions during the
COVID-19 pandemic, and all reports were carried over to the current meeting.
2.

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS

2.1

The Committee is asked to reconsider the report and plans in the attached Appendices 13, as agreed when the report was deferred at the meeting of the Hendon Area Committee
on 17 September 2019.

3.

ALTERNATIVE OPTIONS CONSIDERED AND NOT RECOMMENDED

3.1

None in the context of this report.

4.

POST DECISION IMPLEMENTATION

4.1

Post decision implementation depends on the decision taken by the Committee.

5.

IMPLICATIONS OF DECISION

5.1

Corporate Priorities and Performance

5.1.1 N/A.
5.2

Resources (Finance & Value for Money, Procurement, Staffing, IT, Property,
Sustainability)

5.2.1 None in the context of this report.
5.3

Social Value
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5.3.1

Not applicable in the context of this report.

5.4

Legal and Constitutional References

.
5.4.1 In accordance with the Council’s Constitution, Article 7, the Terms of Reference of the
Hendon Area Committee include; ‘Responsibility for all constituency specific matters
relating to the street scene including parking, road safety, transport, allotments, parks
and trees’.
5.5

Risk Management

5.5.1

None in the context of this report.

5.6

Equalities and Diversity

5.6.1 None in the context of this report.
5.7

Corporate Parenting

5.7.1 None identified in the context of this report, any potential implications will be detailed
within substantive reports.
5.8

Consultation and Engagement

5.8.1 None in the context of this report.
5.8

Insight

5.8.1 None in the context of this report.
6.

BACKGROUND PAPERS

6.1

None.
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